
Factor Linear Suspension Lamp

Designer:Dimitri Bahler

Manufacturer:HAY

£619

DESCRIPTION

Factor Linear Suspension Lamp by Dimitri Bähler for HAY.

Designed in 2022, the Factor Linear Suspension lamp is an ingenious lamp concept from HAY. Designed by Swiss

designer Dimitri Bähler, the suspension map features a tubular design with a rotatable core that can be posit ioned

to create a personalised l i t  environment with either direct or indirect l ight using its 360-degree infinite movement

feature.

Easy to assemble with a plug-and-play system, the lamp can be put together without any tools and works well as

a dining table pendant l ighting solution. Made from extruded aluminium, the lamp features a dimmable integrated

LED light source and is available in two colour options.

The Factor Linear Suspension lamp is also available in two variants based on the user ’s needs. The diffused version

offers a warmer, diffused l ight output great for creating an ambience above a dining table, over a kitchen island or in

a home office. The directional version provides a cooler, more focused l ight that is well suited to off ices, public

buildings and other professional sett ings that require a more task-oriented l ighting solution. The directional lamp
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offers superb colour rendering and glare prevention, made possible by the custom glare control louver concealed

inside the lamp.

DIMENSIONS

3.5dia x 152cmh, 400cm cord length

MATERIALS

Extruded aluminium tube. Available in clear anodised or soft black with a wet spray f inish.

The diffused variants have a opal l ight diffuser. Directional variant comes with a translucent diffuser.

Coated steel suspension wire.

Diffused: Integrated LED, 38w, 1800lm, 2700k, warm white

Directional: Integrated LED, 38w, 2900lm, 3500k, warm white

Dimmable

220-240V

IP20

HELP / ADVICE
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